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We call for papers covering advances in the field of ocean
and sea ice science and information retrieval techniques
based on synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems. The scope
of this special issue covers image and signal processing,
geophysical algorithm development, pattern recognition
methodology, physical and statistical modeling, change
detection, polarimetric SAR (PolSAR), and interferometric
(INSAR) techniques. We invite original research articles as
well as review articles. Both theoretical and experimental
papers are welcome.
A special emphasis of this call highlights the Arctic Ocean.
At high latitudes, air- and space-borne SAR systems are
particularly useful for environmental monitoring of the vast
open oceans and sea ice cover. The retreat and thinning of
the Arctic sea ice cover and the increase in open water extent,
in combination with the increased activity within oil and gas
exploitation and production, shipping, transportation, and
tourism, drives a high demand for advanced techniques and
research within the field of remote sensing of the Arctic. In
this context, this special issue is seen as particularly timely,
although it has no particular geographical focus. Potential
topics include, but are not limited to:
• Sea ice segmentation and retrieval of sea ice character•
•
•
•

istics
Sea ice drift estimation, detection, and tracking of ice
object
Ocean feature observations and evolving observational
techniques for current detection
Oil spill detection and characterization
Ship and/or wake detection, vessel, and ocean clutter
modeling
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